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Abstract—We propose a Bayesian method for distributed se-

quential localization of mobile networks composed of both coop-

erative agents and noncooperative objects. Our method provides

a consistent combination of cooperative self-localization (CS) and

distributed tracking (DT). Multiple mobile agents and objects

are localized and tracked using measurements between agents

and objects and between agents. For a distributed operation and

low complexity, we combine particle-based belief propagation

with a consensus or gossip scheme. High localization accuracy

is achieved through a probabilistic information transfer between

the CS and DT parts of the underlying factor graph. Simulation

results demonstrate significant improvements in both agent self-

localization and object localization performance compared to

separate CS and DT, and very good scaling properties with

respect to the numbers of agents and objects.

Index Terms—Agent network, belief propagation, consensus,

cooperative localization, distributed estimation, distributed track-

ing, factor graph, gossip, message passing, sensor network.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and State of the Art

Cooperative self-localization (CS) [1], [2] and distributed

tracking (DT) [3] are key signal processing tasks in de-

centralized agent networks. Applications include surveillance

[4], environmental and agricultural monitoring [5], robotics

[6], and pollution source localization [7]. In CS, each agent

measures quantities related to the location of neighboring

agents relative to its own location. By cooperating with other

agents, it is able to estimate its own location. In DT, the

measurements performed by the agents are related to the

locations (or, more generally, states) of noncooperative objects

to be tracked. At each agent, estimates of the object states

are cooperatively calculated from all agent measurements. CS

and DT are related since, ideally, an agent needs to know

its own location to be able to contribute to DT. This relation
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motivates the combined CS-DT method proposed in this paper,

which achieves improved performance through a probabilistic

information transfer between CS and DT.

For CS of static agents (hereafter termed “static CS”), the

nonparametric belief propagation (BP) algorithm has been

proposed in [8]. BP schemes are well suited to CS because

their complexity scales only linearly with the number of agents

and, under mild assumptions, a distributed implementation

is easily obtained. In [2], a distributed BP message passing

algorithm for CS of mobile agents (hereafter termed “dynamic

CS”) is proposed. A message passing algorithm based on the

mean field approximation is presented for static CS in [9].

In [10] and [11], nonparametric BP is extended to dynamic

CS and combined with a parametric message representation.

In [12], a particle-based BP method using a Gaussian belief

approximation is proposed. The low-complexity method for

dynamic CS presented in [13] is based on the Bayesian

filter and a linearized measurement equation. Another low-

complexity CS method with low communication requirements

is sigma point BP [14]. In [15], a censoring scheme for sigma

point BP is proposed to further reduce communications.

For DT, various distributed recursive estimation methods are

available, e.g., [16]–[20]. Distributed particle filters [18] are

especially attractive since they are suited to nonlinear, non-

Gaussian systems. In particular, in the distributed particle fil-

ters proposed in [19] and [20], consensus algorithms are used

to compute global particle weights reflecting the measurements

of all agents. For DT of an unknown, possibly time-varying

number of objects in the presence of object-to-measurement

association uncertainty, methods based on random finite sets

are proposed in [21]–[23].

In the framework of simultaneous localization and tracking

(SLAT), static agents track a noncooperative object and local-

ize themselves, using measurements of the distances between

each agent and the object [24]. In contrast to dynamic CS,

measurements between agents are only used for initialization.

A centralized particle-based SLAT method using BP is pro-

posed in [25]. Distributed SLAT methods include a technique

using a Bayesian filter and communication via a junction tree

[26], iterative maximum likelihood methods [27], variational

filtering [28], and particle-based BP [29].

B. Contributions and Paper Organization

We propose a method for distributed localization and track-

ing of cooperative agents and noncooperative objects in wire-

less networks, using measurements between agents and objects

and between agents. This method, for the first time, provides
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a consistent combination of CS and DT in decentralized agent

networks where the agents and objects may be mobile. To the

best of our knowledge, it is the first method for simultaneous

CS and DT in a dynamic setting. It is different from SLAT

methods in that the agents may be mobile and measurements

between the agents are used also during runtime. A key feature

of our method is a probabilistic information transfer between

the CS and DT stages, which allows uncertainties in one stage

to be taken into account by the other stage and thereby can

improve the performance of both stages.

Contrary to the multitarget tracking literature [30], [31], we

assume that the number of objects is known and the objects

can be identified by the agents. Even with this assumption, the

fact that the agents may be mobile and their states are unknown

causes the object localization problem to be more challenging

than in the setting of static agents with known states. This

is because the posterior distributions of the object and agent

states are coupled through recurrent pairwise measurements,

and thus all these states should be estimated jointly and

sequentially. This joint, sequential estimation is performed

quite naturally through our factor graph formulation of the

entire estimation problem and the use of BP message passing.

In addition, BP message passing facilitates a distributed im-

plementation and exhibits very good scalability in the numbers

of agents and objects. We also present a new particle-based

implementation of BP message passing that is less complex

than conventional nonparametric BP [8], [10].

Our method is an extension of BP-based dynamic CS [2],

[10], [11] to include noncooperative objects. This extension

is nontrivial because, contrary to pure CS, the communication

and measurement topologies (graphs) do not match. Indeed,

because the objects do not communicate, certain messages

needed to calculate the object beliefs are not available at the

agents. The proposed method employs a consensus scheme

[19] for a distributed calculation of these messages. The re-

sulting combination of BP and consensus may also be useful in

other distributed inference problems involving noncooperative

objects.

This paper is organized as follows. The system model is

described in Section II. A BP message passing scheme for joint

CS and DT is developed in Section III, and a particle-based

implementation of this scheme in Section IV. A distributed

localization-and-tracking algorithm that combines particle-

based BP and consensus is presented in Section V. The algo-

rithm’s communication requirements and delay are analyzed in

Section VI. Finally, simulation results are presented in Section

VII. This paper extends our previous work in [32] and [33] in

the following respects: we consider multiple objects, introduce

a new low-complexity message multiplication scheme, provide

an analysis of communication requirements and delay, present

a numerical comparison with particle filtering and a numerical

analysis of scaling properties, and demonstrate performance

gains over separate CS and DT in a static scenario (in addition

to two dynamic scenarios). We note that an extension of the

proposed method including a distributed information-seeking

controller optimizing the behavior (e.g., movement) of the

agents is presented in [34].

cooperative agent

noncooperative object

communication link

measurement

MO
l,n

MA
l,n Ml,nagent l

agent l′

object
m

Cl′,n

Am,n

Fig. 1. Network with cooperative agents and noncooperative objects. Also
shown are the sets Ml,n, MA

l,n
, and MO

l,n
for a specific agent l, the set

Cl′,n for a specific agent l′, and the set Am,n for a specific object m.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. System Model

We consider a decentralized network of cooperative agents

and noncooperative objects as shown in Fig. 1. We denote

by A ⊆ N the set of agents, by O ⊆ N the set of objects,

and by E , A ∪ O the set of all entities (agents and

objects). We use the indices k ∈ E , l ∈ A, and m ∈ O to

denote a generic entity, an agent, and an object, respectively.

The numbers of agents and objects are assumed known. The

objects are noncooperative in that they do not communicate,

do not perform computations, and do not actively perform any

measurements. The state of entity k ∈E at time n∈ {0, 1, . . .},

denoted xk,n, consists of the current location and, possibly,

motion parameters such as velocity [35]. The states evolve

according to

xk,n = g(xk,n−1,uk,n) , k ∈E , (1)

where uk,n denotes driving noise with probability density

function (pdf) f(uk,n). The statistical relation between xk,n−1

and xk,n defined by (1) can also be described by the state-

transition pdf f(xk,n|xk,n−1).
The communication and measurement topologies are de-

scribed by sets Cl,n and Ml,n as follows. Agent l ∈ A is

able to communicate with agent l′ if l′ ∈ Cl,n ⊆ A \ {l}.

Communication is symmetric, i.e., l′ ∈ Cl,n implies l ∈ Cl′,n.

Furthermore, agent l ∈ A acquires a measurement yl,k;n

relative to agent or object k ∈ E if k∈Ml,n ⊆ E \{l}. Note

that Cl,n consists of all agents that can communicate with agent

l ∈ A, and Ml,n consists of all entities measured by agent

l ∈ A. Thus, there are actually two networks: one is defined by

the communication graph, i.e., by Cl,n for l ∈ A, and involves

only agents; the other is defined by the measurement graph,

i.e., by Ml,n for l ∈ A, and involves agents and objects. The

communication graph is assumed to be connected. We also

define MA
l,n,Ml,n∩A and MO

l,n,Ml,n∩O, i.e., the subsets

of Ml,n containing only agents and only objects, respectively,

and Am,n , {l ∈ A|m ∈ MO
l,n}, i.e., the set of agents that

acquire measurements of object m. Note that m ∈ MO
l,n if

and only if l ∈ Am,n. We assume that MA
l,n ⊆ Cl,n, i.e., if

agent l acquires a measurement relative to agent l′, it is able

to communicate with agent l′. The sets Cl,n etc. may be time-

dependent. An example of communication and measurement

topologies is given in Fig. 1.
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We consider “pairwise” measurements yl,k;n that depend on

the states xl,n and xk,n according to

yl,k;n = h(xl,n,xk,n,vl,k;n) , l ∈A , k ∈Ml,n . (2)

Here, vl,k;n is measurement noise with pdf f(vl,k;n). An

example is the scalar “noisy distance” measurement

yl,k;n = ‖x̃l,n− x̃k,n‖+ vl,k;n , (3)

where x̃k,n represents the location of entity k (this is part

of the state xk,n). The statistical dependence of yl,k;n on

xl,n and xk,n is described by the local likelihood function

f(yl,k;n|xl,n,xk,n). We denote by xn ,
(

xk,n

)

k∈E
and yn ,

(

yl,k;n

)

l∈A, k∈Ml,n
the vectors of, respectively, all states and

measurements at time n. Furthermore, we define x1:n ,
(

xT
1 · · · x

T
n

)T
and y1:n ,

(

yT
1 · · · y

T
n

)T
.

B. Assumptions

We will make the following commonly used assumptions,

which are reasonable in many practical scenarios [2].

(A1) All agent and object states are independent a priori at

time n=0, i.e., f(x0) =
∏

k∈E f(xk,0).
(A2) All agents and objects move according to a memory-

less walk, i.e., f(x1:n) = f(x0)
∏n

n′=1 f(xn′ |xn′−1).
(A3) The state transitions of the various agents and objects

are independent, i.e., f(xn|xn−1) =
∏

k∈E f(xk,n|xk,n−1).
(A4) The current measurements yn are conditionally inde-

pendent, given the current states xn, of all the other states and

of all past and future measurements, i.e., f(yn|x0:∞,y1:n−1,
yn+1:∞) = f(yn|xn).

(A5) The current states xn are conditionally independent of

all past measurements, y1:n−1, given the previous states xn−1,

i.e., f(xn|xn−1,y1:n−1) = f(xn|xn−1).
(A6) The measurements yl,k;n and yl′,k′;n are condition-

ally independent given xn unless (l, k) = (l′, k′), and each

measurement yl,k;n depends only on the states xl,n and

xk,n. Together with (A4), this leads to the following fac-

torization of the “total” likelihood function: f(y1:n|x1:n) =
∏n

n′=1

∏

l∈A

∏

k∈Ml,n
f(yl,k;n′ |xl,n′ ,xk,n′).

We also assume that the objects can be identified by the

agents, i.e., object-to-measurement associations are known.

(We note that BP-based methods for multitarget tracking in

the presence of object-to-measurement association uncertainty

were recently proposed in [36] and [37]; however, these

methods are not distributed.) Furthermore, we assume that

each agent l ∈A knows the functional forms of its own state-

transition pdf and initial state pdf as well as of those of all

objects, i.e., f(xk,n|xk,n−1) and f(xk,0) for k ∈ {l} ∪ O.

Finally, all prior location and motion information is available

in one global reference frame, and the internal clocks of all

agents are synchronous (see [38]–[40] for distributed clock

synchronization algorithms).

C. Problem Statement

The task we consider is as follows: Each agent l ∈ A
estimates its own state xl,n and all object states xm,n,

m ∈ O from the entire measurement vector y1:n =
(

yl′,k;n′

)

l′∈A, k∈Ml′,n′ ,n′∈{1,...,n}
, i.e., from the pairwise mea-

surements between the agents and between the agents and

objects up to time n. This is to be achieved using only

communication with the “neighbor agents” as defined by Cl,n,

and without transmitting measurements between agents.

In this formulation of the estimation task, compared to pure

CS of cooperative agents (e.g., [2]) or pure DT of noncoop-

erative objects (e.g., [20]), the measurement set is extended

in that it includes also the respective other measurements—

i.e., the measurements between agents and objects for agent

state estimation and those between agents for object state

estimation. This explains why the proposed algorithm is able

to outperform separate CS and DT. In fact, by using all the

present and past measurements available throughout the entire

network, the inherent coupling between the CS and DT tasks

can be exploited for improved performance.

III. BP MESSAGE PASSING SCHEME

In this section, we describe a BP message passing scheme

for the joint CS-DT problem. A particle-based implementation

of this scheme will be presented in Section IV, and the final

distributed algorithm will be developed in Section V.

For estimating the agent or object state xk,n, k ∈ E from

y1:n, a popular Bayesian estimator is the minimum mean-

square error (MMSE) estimator given by [41]

x̂MMSE
k,n ,

∫

xk,nf(xk,n|y1:n)dxk,n . (4)

This estimator involves the “marginal” posterior pdf

f(xk,n|y1:n), k ∈ E , which can be obtained by marginal-

izing the “joint” posterior pdf f(x1:n|y1:n). However, direct

marginalization of f(x1:n|y1:n) is infeasible because it relies

on nonlocal information and involves integration in spaces

whose dimension grows with time and network size. This

problem can be addressed by using a particle-based, distributed

BP scheme that takes advantage of the temporal and spatial

independence structure of f(x1:n|y1:n) and avoids explicit

integration. The independence structure corresponds to the

following factorization of f(x1:n|y1:n), which is obtained by

using Bayes’ rule and assumptions (A1)–(A6):

f(x1:n|y1:n) ∝

(

∏

k∈E

f(xk,0)

)

×
n
∏

n′=1

(

∏

k1∈E

f(xk1,n′ |xk1,n′−1)

)

×
∏

l∈A

∏

k2∈Ml,n′

f(yl,k2;n′ |xl,n′ ,xk2,n′) . (5)

Here, ∝ denotes equality up to a constant normalization factor.

A. The Message Passing Scheme

The proposed BP message passing scheme uses the sum-

product algorithm [42] to produce approximate marginal

posterior pdfs (“beliefs”) b(xk,n) ≈ f(xk,n|y1:n), k ∈ E .

This is based on the factor graph [43] corresponding to the

factorization of f(x1:n|y1:n) in (5), which is shown in Fig.

2. The factor graph contains variable nodes, factor nodes, and
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Fig. 2. Factor graph showing the states of agents l = 1 and l = 2 and of

a single object m at time instants n− 1 and n, assuming 2 ∈ C1,n and

m ∈ MO
1,n ∩ MO

2,n−1. Variable and factor nodes are depicted as circles

and squares, respectively. Time indices are omitted for simplicity. The short

notation fk , f(xk,n′ |xk,n′−1), fl,k , f(yl,k;n′ |xl,n′ ,xk,n′ ), b
(p)
k

,

b(p)(xk,n′ ), ψ
(p)
k→k′ , ψ

(p)
k→k′ (xk,n′ ), etc. (for n′ ∈ {1, . . . , n}) is used.

The upper two (black) dotted boxes correspond to the CS part (for agents l=

1, 2); the bottom (red) dotted box corresponds to the DT part. Edges between

black dotted boxes imply communication between agents. Only messages and

beliefs involved in the computation of b(p)(x1,n) and b(p)(xm,n) are shown.

Edges with non-filled arrowheads depict particle-based messages and beliefs,

while edges with filled arrowheads depict messages involved in the consensus

scheme.

edges connecting certain variable nodes with certain factor

nodes. Because the factor graph is loopy (i.e., some edges form

loops), BP schemes provide only an approximate marginaliza-

tion. However, the resulting beliefs have been observed to be

quite accurate in many applications [2], [42], [44]. In loopy

factor graphs, the BP scheme becomes iterative, and there exist

different orders in which messages can be computed [2], [42],

[44].

Here, we choose an order that enables real-time processing

and facilitates a distributed implementation. More specifically,

the belief of agent node l ∈A and object node m∈O at time

n and message passing iteration p∈ {1, . . . , P} is given by

b(p)(xl,n) ∝ φ→n(xl,n)
∏

k∈Ml,n

φ
(p)
k→l(xl,n) , l∈A (6)

b(p)(xm,n) ∝ φ→n(xm,n)
∏

l∈Am,n

φ
(p)
l→m(xm,n) , m∈O , (7)

respectively, with the “prediction message”

φ→n(xk,n) =

∫

f(xk,n|xk,n−1)b
(P )(xk,n−1)dxk,n−1 , k∈E

(8)

and the “measurement messages”

φ
(p)
k→l(xl,n) =



























∫

f(yl,k;n|xl,n ,xk,n) b
(p−1)(xk,n) dxk,n ,

k∈MA
l,n , l∈A

∫

f(yl,k;n|xl,n ,xk,n)ψ
(p−1)
k→l (xk,n) dxk,n ,

k∈MO
l,n , l∈A

(9)
and

φ
(p)
l→m(xm,n) =

∫

f(yl,m;n|xl,n ,xm,n)ψ
(p−1)
l→m (xl,n) dxl,n ,

l∈Am,n , m∈O . (10)

Here, ψ
(p−1)
m→l (xm,n) and ψ

(p−1)
l→m (xl,n) (constituting the “ex-

trinsic information”) are given by

ψ
(p−1)
m→l (xm,n) = φ→n(xm,n)

∏

l′∈Am,n\{l}

φ
(p−1)
l′→m(xm,n) (11)

ψ
(p−1)
l→m (xl,n) = φ→n(xl,n)

∏

k∈Ml,n\{m}

φ
(p−1)
k→l (xl,n) . (12)

This recursion is initialized with b(0)(xl,n) = φ→n(xl,n),

ψ
(0)
m→l(xm,n) = φ→n(xm,n), and ψ

(0)
l→m(xl,n) = φ→n(xl,n).

The messages and beliefs involved in calculating b(p)(xl,n)
and b(p)(xm,n) are shown in Fig. 2. We note that messages

entering or leaving an object variable node in Fig. 2 do not

imply that there occurs any communication involving objects.

B. Discussion

According to (6) and (7), the agent beliefs b(p)(xl,n)
and object beliefs b(p)(xm,n) involve the product of all the

messages passed to the corresponding variable node l and

m, respectively. Similarly, according to (11) and (12), the

extrinsic informations ψ
(p−1)
m→l (xm,n) and ψ

(p−1)
l→m (xl,n) involve

the product of all the messages passed to the corresponding

variable node m and l, respectively, except the message of

the receiving factor node f(yl,m;n|xl,n ,xm,n). Furthermore,

according to (9), the extrinsic information ψ
(p−1)
k→l (xk,n) passed

from variable node xk,n to factor node f(yk,l;n|xk,n ,xl,n) is

used for calculating the message φ
(p)
k→l(xl,n) passed from that

factor node to the respective other adjacent variable node xl,n.

A similar discussion applies to (10) and ψ
(p−1)
l→m (xl,n).

Two remarks are in order. First, for low complexity, com-

munication requirements, and latency, messages are sent only

forward in time and iterative message passing is performed

for each time individually. As a consequence, the message

(extrinsic information) from variable node xk,n−1 to factor

node f(xk,n|xk,n−1) equals the belief b(P )(xk,n−1) (see (8)),

and φ→n(xk,n) in (8) (for n fixed) remains unchanged during

all message passing iterations. Second, for any k ∈ A, as no

information from the factor node f(yl,k;n|xl,n,xk,n) is used

in the calculation of b(p−1)(xk,n) according to (6) and (9),

b(p−1)(xk,n) is used in (9) as the extrinsic information passed

to the factor node f(yl,k;n|xl,n,xk,n). A similar message

computation order is used in the SPAWN algorithm for CS

[2], [10]. This order significantly reduces the computational

complexity since it avoids the computation of extrinsic in-

formations exchanged among agent variable nodes. It also
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of (a) separate CS and DT and (b) the proposed scheme,

with b
(P )
A,n

,
{

b(P )(xl,n)
}

l∈A
, b

(P )
O,n

,
{

b(P )(xm,n)
}

m∈O
, ψ

(p)
A→O,n

,
{

ψ
(p)
l→m

(xl,n)
}

l∈Am,n,m∈O
, ψ

(p)
O→A,n

,
{

ψ
(p)
m→l

(xm,n)
}

m∈MO
l,n

, l∈A
,

and x̂
(P )
A,n

,
(

x̂
(P )
l,n

)

l∈A
. In separate CS and DT, the final agent state estimates

x̂
(P )
A,n

are transferred from CS to DT. In the proposed scheme, probabilistic

information (the extrinsic informations ψ
(p)
A→O,n

and ψ
(p)
O→A,n

) is transferred

between CS and DT in each message passing iteration p.

reduces the amount of communication between agents because

beliefs passed between agents can be broadcast, whereas

the exchange of extrinsic information would require separate

point-to-point communications between agents [2], [10].

Contrary to classical sequential Bayesian filtering [45],

which only exploits the temporal conditional independence

structure of the estimation problem, the proposed BP scheme

(6)–(12) also exploits the spatial conditional independency

structure. In fact, increasing the number of agents or objects

leads to additional variable nodes in the factor graph but not

to a higher dimension of the messages passed between the

nodes. As a consequence, the computational complexity scales

very well in the numbers of agents and objects. As verified

in Section VII-C, a comparable scaling behavior cannot be

achieved with classical Bayesian filtering techniques.

The factor graph in Fig. 2 and the corresponding BP

scheme (6)–(12) combine CS and DT into a unified, coherent

estimation technique. Indeed, in contrast to the conventional

approach of separate CS and DT—i.e., first performing CS to

localize the agents and then, based on the estimated agent

locations, performing DT to localize the objects—our BP

scheme exchanges probabilistic information between the CS

and DT parts of the factor graph. Thereby, uncertainties in

one stage are taken into account by the respective other

stage, and the performance of both stages can be improved.

This information transfer, which will be further discussed in

Sections V-A and V-B, is the main reason for the superior

performance of the proposed joint CS-DT algorithm; it is

visualized and contrasted with the conventional approach in

Fig. 3.

IV. PARTICLE-BASED PROCESSING

Because of the nonlinear and non-Gaussian state transition

model (1) and measurement model (2), a closed-form eval-

uation of the integrals and message products in (6)–(12) is

typically impossible. Therefore, we next present a new low-

complexity particle-based implementation of the BP scheme

(6)–(12). This implementation uses particle representations

(PRs) of beliefs and messages, which approximate distribu-

tions in terms of randomly drawn particles (samples) x(j)

and weights w(j), for j ∈ {1, . . . , J}. As in conventional

nonparametric BP [8], [10], the operations of message filtering

and message multiplication are performed. Message filtering

calculates the prediction message (8) and equals the message

filtering operation of nonparametric BP. However, for mes-

sage multiplication in (6), (7), (11), and (12), the “stacking

technique” introduced in [14] is used. This technique avoids

an explicit calculation of the measurement messages (9) and

(10) and does not use computationally intensive kernel density

estimates, which are required by nonparametric BP. Thereby,

its complexity is only linear in the number of particles. We

note that an alternative message multiplication scheme that

also avoids the use of kernel density estimates and whose

complexity is linear in the number of particles was proposed

in [46]. This scheme constructs an approximate proposal

distribution in order to calculate weighted particles for beliefs

and messages. Our approach is different in that the proposal

distribution is formed simply by “stacking” incoming beliefs,

and the calculation of particles and weights for incoming

messages is avoided (see Section IV-B).

A. Message Filtering

The message filtering operation reviewed in the following

is analogous to the prediction step of the sampling impor-

tance resampling particle filter [47]. Particle-based calcula-

tion of (8) means that we obtain a PR
{(

x
(j)
k,n, w

(j)
k,n

)}J

j=1

of φ→n(xk,n) =
∫

f(xk,n|xk,n−1) b
(P )(xk,n−1)dxk,n−1

from a PR
{(

x
(j)
k,n−1, w

(j)
k,n−1

)}J

j=1
of b(P )(xk,n−1). This

can be easily done by recognizing that the above inte-

gral is a marginalization of f(xk,n|xk,n−1) b
(P )(xk,n−1).

Motivated by this interpretation, we first establish a PR
{(

x
(j)
k,n,x

(j)
k,n−1, w

(j)
k,n−1

)}J

j=1
of f(xk,n|xk,n−1)b

(P )(xk,n−1)

by drawing for each particle
(

x
(j)
k,n−1, w

(j)
k,n−1

)

representing

b(P )(xk,n−1) one particle x
(j)
k,n from f(xk,n|x

(j)
k,n−1). Then,

removing
{

x
(j)
k,n−1

}J

j=1
from

{(

x
(j)
k,n,x

(j)
k,n−1, w

(j)
k,n−1

)}J

j=1
is

the Monte Carlo implementation of the above marginalization

[48]. This means that
{(

x
(j)
k,n, w

(j)
k,n

)}J

j=1
with w

(j)
k,n = w

(j)
k,n−1

for all j ∈ {1, . . . , J} constitutes the desired PR of φ→n(xk,n).

B. Message Multiplication

Next, we propose a message multiplication scheme for cal-

culating the beliefs in (6) and (7) and the extrinsic informations

in (11) and (12). For concreteness, we present the calculation

of the agent beliefs (6); the object beliefs (7) and extrinsic

informations (11) and (12) are calculated in a similar manner.

Following [14], we consider the “stacked state” x̄l,n ,
(

xk,n

)

k∈{l}∪Ml,n
, which consists of the agent state xl,n and

the states xk,n of all measurement partners k ∈ Ml,n of agent

l. Using (9) in (6), one readily obtains

b(p)(xl,n) =

∫

b(p)(x̄l,n) dx̄
∼l
l,n , (13)

where

b(p)(x̄l,n) ∝ φ→n(xl,n)

×
∏

l′∈MA
l,n

f(yl,l′;n|xl,n,xl′,n) b
(p−1)(xl′,n)
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×
∏

m∈MO
l,n

f(yl,m;n|xl,n,xm,n)ψ
(p−1)
m→l (xm,n) (14)

and dx̄∼l
l,n ,

∏

k∈Ml,n
dxk,n. To obtain a PR of b(p)(xl,n), first

a PR
{(

x̄
(j)
l,n, w

(j)
l,n

)}J

j=1
of b(p)(x̄l,n) is calculated as explained

presently. Then,
{(

x
(j)
l,n, w

(j)
l,n

)}J

j=1
is a PR of b(p)(xl,n). This

is because x
(j)
l,n, as a subvector of x̄

(j)
l,n, can be obtained by re-

moving from x̄
(j)
l,n the other subvectors x

(j)
k,n, k ∈ Ml,n, which

is the Monte Carlo implementation of the marginalization (13)

(cf. Section IV-A). Finally, a resampling [48] produces equally

weighted particles representing b(p)(xl,n).

A PR
{(

x̄
(j)
l,n, w

(j)
l,n

)}J

j=1
of b(p)(x̄l,n) can be calculated via

importance sampling using the proposal distribution1

q(x̄l,n) , φ→n(xl,n)
∏

l′∈MA
l,n

b(p−1)(xl′,n)
∏

m∈MO
l,n

ψ
(p−1)
m→l (xm,n) .

There is no need to draw particles
{

x̄
(j)
l,n

}J

j=1
from q(x̄l,n)

because such particles can be obtained simply by stacking par-

ticles
{

x
(j)
l,n

}J

j=1
representing φ→n(xl,n), particles

{

x
(j)
l′,n

}J

j=1

representing b(p−1)(xl′,n), l
′∈MA

l,n, and particles
{

x
(j)
m,n

}J

j=1

representing ψ
(p−1)
m→l (xm,n), m∈MO

l,n. (Particles representing

φ→n(xl,n) were obtained by message filtering. The other

particles, for p≥2, were calculated at iteration p−1. For p=1,

since b(0)(xl,n) = φ→n(xl,n), ψ
(0)
m→l(xm,n) = φ→n(xm,n),

and ψ
(0)
l→m(xl,n) = φ→n(xl,n), these particles are identi-

cal to those obtained by message filtering.) Weights w
(j)
l,n

corresponding to the stacked particles
{

x̄
(j)
l,n

}J

j=1
are then

obtained by calculating w̃
(j)
l,n ∝ b(p)(x̄

(j)
l,n)/q(x̄

(j)
l,n) followed

by a normalization. Using (14), the nonnormalized weights

are obtained as

w̃
(j)
l,n =

∏

l′∈MA
l,n

f(yl,l′;n|x
(j)
l,n,x

(j)
l′,n)

∏

m∈MO
l,n

f(yl,m;n|x
(j)
l,n,x

(j)
m,n) .

This algorithm avoids kernel density estimation, which

is required by conventional nonparametric BP [8], [10]. Its

complexity scales as O
(

|Ml,n|J
)

, i.e., only linearly in the

number of particles J . The dimension of the distribution

b(p)(x̄l,n) involved in the importance sampling scheme is

|Ml,n| + 1, and thus typically considerably higher than that

of the beliefs b(p)(xl,n) involved in the importance sampling

scheme of nonparametric BP [8], [10]. Nevertheless, we will

see in Section VII that, if the number of neighbors |Ml,n|
is not too large, the number of particles J required for high

accuracy is not larger than for nonparametric BP.

C. Estimation

The particle-based BP algorithm described above produces

PRs
{(

x
(j)
k,n, w

(j)
k,n

)}J

j=1
of the state beliefs b(p)(xk,n), k∈E .

An approximation of the estimate x̂MMSE
k,n in (4) is then

obtained from the respective PR as

x̂k,n =

J
∑

j=1

w
(j)
k,nx

(j)
k,n . (15)

1An alternative proposal distribution that is more appropriate if agent l is
static or if the prediction message is very noninformative is presented in [49].

V. DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM

We next develop a distributed algorithm that combines the

particle-based BP algorithm discussed in Section IV with

a consensus scheme [19]. The overall organization of this

algorithm is as follows. Each agent l ∈ A performs particle-

based estimation of its own state xl,n and of the states xm,n,

m ∈ O of all the objects. Thus, the calculations required to

estimate an agent state xl,n, l ∈A are performed only once in

the network (at agent l), whereas certain calculations required

to estimate an object state xm,n, m ∈ O are performed |A|
times (at each agent l ∈ A). Accordingly, each agent belief

b(p)(xl,n) is stored (temporarily, i.e., during one message

passing iteration) only at the respective agent l whereas copies

of all object beliefs b(p)(xm,n) are stored (temporarily) at

all agents l ∈ A. However, all the calculations performed

at any given agent l ∈ A are collaborative in that they

use probabilistic information related to all the other agents

and objects. The proposed distributed algorithm requires only

communication between neighboring agents to disseminate

this probabilistic information. The distributed calculation of

the object beliefs, agent beliefs, and extrinsic informations will

be discussed in the next three subsections.

A. Distributed Calculation of the Object Beliefs

Estimation of the object states xm,n, m ∈ O from y1:n

according to (15) essentially amounts to a particle-based

computation of b(p)(xm,n). The following discussion describes

the calculations associated with the red dotted box in Fig.

2. According to (7) and (8), the object belief b(p)(xm,n),
p∈ {1, . . . , P} approximating f(xm,n|y1:n) is given by

b(p)(xm,n) ∝ φ→n(xm,n) Φ
(p)
m,n(xm,n) , (16)

with

φ→n(xm,n) =

∫

f(xm,n|xm,n−1) b
(P )(xm,n−1) dxm,n−1

(17)
and

Φ(p)
m,n(xm,n) ,

∏

l∈Am,n

φ
(p)
l→m(xm,n) . (18)

According to (16), each agent has to calculate the prediction

message φ→n(xm,n) in (17) and the measurement message

product Φ
(p)
m,n(xm,n) in (18). The messages φ

(p)
l→m(xm,n) con-

tained in (18) involve the extrinsic informations ψ
(p−1)
l→m (xl,n)

(see (10)); particle-based calculation of the latter will be

discussed in Section V-C. However, at each agent at most one

message φ
(p)
l→m(xm,n) is available (for a given m). We will

solve this problem by means of a consensus scheme.

1) Particle-based Calculation of b(p)(xm,n): An ap-

proximate particle-based calculation of b(p)(xm,n) ∝

φ→n(xm,n) Φ
(p)
m,n(xm,n) in (16) can be obtained via impor-

tance sampling with proposal distribution φ→n(xm,n). First,

based on (17), particles
{

x
(j)
m,n

}J

j=1
representing φ→n(xm,n)

are calculated from particles representing b(P )(xm,n−1) by

means of message filtering (cf. Section IV-A; note that parti-

cles representing b(P )(xm,n−1) were calculated by each agent

at time n−1). Next, weights
{

w
(j)
m,n

}J

j=1
are calculated as
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w̃(j)
m,n = Φ(p)

m,n(x
(j)
m,n) (19)

followed by a normalization. Finally, resampling is performed

to obtain equally weighted particles representing b(p)(xm,n).
However, this particle-based implementation presupposes that

the message product Φ
(p)
m,n(xm,n) evaluated at the particles

{

x
(j)
m,n

}J

j=1
is available at the agents.

2) Distributed Evaluation of Φ
(p)
m,n(·): For a distributed

computation of Φ
(p)
m,n(x

(j)
m,n), j ∈ {1, . . . , J}, we first note

that (18) for xm,n = x
(j)
m,n can be written as

Φ(p)
m,n(x

(j)
m,n) = exp

(

|A|χ(p,j)
m,n

)

, (20)

with

χ(p,j)
m,n ,

1

|A|

∑

l∈Am,n

log φ
(p)
l→m(x(j)

m,n) , j ∈ {1, . . . , J} .

(21)

Thus, Φ
(p)
m,n(x

(j)
m,n) is expressed in terms of the arithmetic

average χ
(p,j)
m,n . For each j, following the “consensus–over–

weights” approach of [19], this average can be computed in

a distributed manner by a consensus or gossip scheme [50],

[51], in which each agent communicates only with neighboring

agents. These schemes are iterative; in each iteration i, they

compute an internal state ζ
(j,i)
l,m;n at each agent l. This internal

state is initialized as

ζ
(j,0)
l,m;n =

{

log φ
(p)
l→m(x

(j)
m,n) , l ∈ Am,n

0 l /∈ Am,n .

Here, φ
(p)
l→m(x

(j)
m,n) is computed by means of a Monte Carlo

approximation [45] of the integral in (10), i.e.,

φ
(p)
l→m(x(j)

m,n) ≈
1

J

J
∑

j′=1

f(yl,m;n|x
(j′)
l,n ,x

(j)
m,n) . (22)

This uses the particles
{

x
(j)
l,n

}J

j=1
representing ψ

(p−1)
l→m (xl,n),

whose calculation will be discussed in Section V-C. If—

as assumed in Section II-A—the communication graph is

connected, then for i→∞ the internal state ζ
(j,i)
l,m;n converges

to the average χ
(p,j)
m,n in (21) [50], [51] (more precisely, to an

approximation of χ
(p,j)
m,n , due to the approximation (22)). Thus,

for a sufficiently large number C of iterations i, because of

(20), a good approximation of Φ
(p)
m,n(x

(j)
m,n) is obtained at each

agent by

Φ(p)
m,n(x

(j)
m,n) ≈ exp

(

|A|ζ
(j,C)
l,m;n

)

. (23)

Here, the number of agents |A| can be determined in a dis-

tributed way by using another consensus or gossip algorithm

at time n = 0 [52]. Furthermore, an additional max-consensus

scheme has to be used to obtain perfect consensus on the

weights w̃
(j)
m,n in (19) and, in turn, identical particles at all

agents [19]. The max-consensus converges in I iterations,

where I is the diameter of the communication graph [53].

Finally, the pseudo-random number generators of all agents

(which are used for drawing particles) have to be synchro-

nized, i.e., initialized with the same seed at time n = 0.

This distributed evaluation of Φ
(p)
m,n(x

(j)
m,n) requires only local

communication: in each iteration, for each of the J instances

of the consensus or gossip scheme, J real values are broadcast

by each agent to neighboring agents [50], [51]. This holds for

averaging and maximization separately.

As an alternative to this scheme, the likelihood consensus

scheme [18], [20] can be employed to provide an approxi-

mation of the functional form of Φ
(p)
m,n(xm,n) to each agent,

again using only local communication [32]. The likelihood

consensus scheme does not require additional max-consensus

algorithms and synchronized pseudo-random number gen-

erators, but tends to require a more informative proposal

distribution for message multiplication (cf. Section IV-B).

3) Probabilistic Information Transfer: According to (10),

the messages φ
(p)
l→m(xm,n) occurring in Φ

(p)
m,n(xm,n) =

∏

l∈Am,n
φ
(p)
l→m(xm,n) (see (18)) involve the extrinsic infor-

mations ψ
(p−1)
l→m (xl,n) of all agents l observing object m, i.e.,

l ∈ Am,n. Therefore, they constitute an information transfer

from the CS part of the algorithm to the DT part (cf. Fig.

3(b) and, in more detail, the directed edges entering the red

dotted box in Fig. 2). The estimation of object state xm,n is

based on the belief b(p)(xm,n) as given by (16), and thus on

Φ
(p)
m,n(xm,n). This improves on pure DT because probabilistic

information about the states of the agents l ∈Am,n—provided

by ψ
(p−1)
l→m (xl,n)—is taken into account. By contrast, pure

DT according to [18]–[20], [54] uses the global likelihood

function—involving the measurements of all agents—instead

of Φ
(p)
m,n(xm,n). This presupposes that the agent states are

known. In separate CS and DT, estimates of the agent states

provided by CS are used for DT, rather than probabilistic

information about the agent states as is done in the proposed

combined CS–DT algorithm. The improved accuracy of ob-

ject state estimation achieved by our algorithm compared to

separate CS and DT will be demonstrated in Section VII-B.

B. Distributed Calculation of the Agent Beliefs

For a distributed calculation of the agent belief b(p)(xl,n),
l ∈ A, the following information is available at agent l: (i)

equally weighted particles representing ψ
(p−1)
m→l (xm,n) for all

objects m∈O (whose calculation will be described in Section

V-C); (ii) equally weighted particles representing b(p−1)(xl′,n)
for all neighboring agents l′ ∈ MA

l,n (which were received

from these agents); and (iii) a PR of b(P )(xl,n−1) (which

was calculated at time n−1). Based on this information and

the locally available measurements yl,k;n, k ∈ Ml,n, a PR
{(

x
(j)
l,n, w

(j)
l,n

)}J

j=1
of b(p)(xl,n) can be calculated in a dis-

tributed manner by implementing (6), using the particle-based

message multiplication scheme presented in Section IV-B.

Finally, resampling is performed to obtain equally weighted

particles representing b(p)(xl,n). This calculation of the agent

beliefs improves on pure CS [2] in that it uses the probabilistic

information about the states of the objects m∈MO
l,n provided

by the messages ψ
(p−1)
m→l (xm,n). This probabilistic information

transfer from DT to CS is depicted in Fig. 3(b) and, in more

detail, by the directed edges leaving the red dotted box in Fig.

2. The resulting improved accuracy of agent state estimation

will be demonstrated in Section VII.
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C. Distributed Calculation of the Extrinsic Informations

Since (12) is analogous to (6) and (11) is analogous to (7),

particles for ψ
(p)
l→m(xl,n) or ψ

(p)
m→l(xm,n) can be calculated

similarly as for the corresponding belief. However, in the

case of ψ
(p)
m→l(xm,n), the following shortcut reusing previous

results can be used. According to (7) and (11), ψ
(p)
m→l(xm,n) ∝

b(p)(xm,n)/φ
(p)
l→m(xm,n). Therefore, to obtain particles for

ψ
(p)
m→l(xm,n), we proceed as for b(p)(xm,n) (see Sections

V-A1 and V-A2) but replace exp
(

|A|ζ
(j,C)
l,m;n

)

in (23) with

exp
(

|A|ζ
(j,C)
l,m;n − ζ

(j,0)
l,m;n

)

. Here, ζ
(j,C)
l,m;n and ζ

(j,0)
l,m;n are already

available locally from the calculation of b(p)(xm,n).

D. Statement of the Distributed Algorithm

The proposed distributed CS–DT algorithm is obtained by

combining the operations discussed in Sections V-A through

V-C, as summarized in the following.

ALGORITHM 1: DISTRIBUTED CS–DT ALGORITHM

Initialization: The recursive algorithm described below is initialized

at time n= 0 and agent l with particles
{

x
′(j)
k,0

}J

j=1
drawn from a

prior pdf f(xk,0), for k ∈ {l} ∪ O.

Recursion at time n: At agent l, equally weighted particles
{

x
′(j)
k,n−1

}J

j=1
representing the beliefs b(P )(xk,n−1) with k ∈ {l}∪O

are available (these were calculated at time n− 1). At time n, agent

l performs the following operations.

Step 1—Prediction: From
{

x
′(j)
k,n−1

}J

j=1
, PRs

{

x
(j)
k,n

}J

j=1
of the

prediction messages φ→n(xk,n), k ∈ {l} ∪ O are calculated via

message filtering (see Section IV-A) based on the state-transition pdf

f(xk,n|xk,n−1), i.e., for each x
′(j)
k,n−1 one particle x

(j)
k,n is drawn

from f(xk,n|x
′(j)
k,n−1).

Step 2—BP message passing: For each k ∈ {l} ∪ O, the belief is

initialized as b(0)(xk,n) = φ→n(xk,n), in the sense that the PR of

φ→n(xk,n) is used as PR of b(0)(xk,n). Then, for p = 1, . . . , P :

a) For each m ∈O, a PR
{(

x
(j)
m,n, w

(j)
m,n

)}J

j=1
of b(p)(xm,n) in

(7) is obtained via importance sampling with proposal distribu-

tion φ→n(xm,n) (see Section V-A1). That is, using the particles
{

x
(j)
m,n

}J

j=1
representing φ→n(xm,n) (calculated in Step 1),

nonnormalized weights are calculated as w̃
(j)
m,n = Φ

(p)
m,n(x

(j)
m,n)

(cf. (19)) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , J} in a distributed manner as

described in Section V-A2. The final weights w
(j)
m,n are obtained

by a normalization.

b) (Not done for p=P ) For each m∈MO
l,n, a PR of ψ

(p)
m→l(xm,n)

is calculated in a similar manner (see Section V-C).

c) A PR
{(

x
(j)
l,n, w

(j)
l,n

)}J

j=1
of b(p)(xl,n) is calculated by imple-

menting (6) as described in Section V-B. This involves equally

weighted particles of all b(p−1)(xl′,n), l
′∈MA

l,n (which were

received from agents l′ ∈ MA
l,n at message passing iteration

p− 1) and of all ψ
(p−1)
m→l (xm,n), m ∈ MO

l,n (which were

calculated in Step 2b at message passing iteration p−1).

d) (Not done for p=P ) For each m∈MO
l,n, a PR of ψ

(p)
l→m(xl,n)

is calculated in a similar manner.

e) For all PRs calculated in Steps 2a–2d, resampling is performed

to obtain equally weighted particles.

f) (Not done for p = P ) The equally weighted particles of

b(p)(xl,n) calculated in Step 2e are broadcast to all agents l′ for

which l ∈MA
l′,n, and equally weighted particles of b(p)(xl1,n)

are received from each neighboring agent l1 ∈ MA
l,n. Thus,

at this point, agent l has available equally weighted parti-

cles
{

x
′(j)
k,n

}J

j=1
of b(p)(xk,n), k ∈ {l} ∪ O ∪ MA

l,n and

equally weighted particles
{

x
′(j)
m,n

}J

j=1
of ψ

(p)
m→l(xm,n) and

{

x
′(j)
l,n

}J

j=1
of ψ

(p)
l→m(xl,n), m∈MO

l,n.

Step 3—Estimation: For k ∈ {l} ∪ O, an approximation of the

global MMSE state estimate x̂
MMSE
k,n in (4) is computed from the PR

{(

x
(j)
k,n, w

(j)
k,n

)}J

j=1
of b(P )(xk,n) according to (15), i.e.,

x̂k,n =

J
∑

j=1

w
(j)
k,nx

(j)
k,n , k ∈ {l}∪O.

VI. COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS AND DELAY

In the following discussion of the communication require-

ments of the proposed distributed CS–DT algorithm, we

assume for simplicity that all x̃k,n, k ∈ E (i.e., the substates

actually involved in the measurements, cf. (3)) have identical

dimension L. Furthermore, we denote by C the number of

consensus or gossip iterations used for averaging, by P the

number of message passing iterations, by J the number of

particles, and by I the diameter of the communication graph.

For an analysis of the delay caused by communication, we

assume that all agents can transmit in parallel. More specifi-

cally, broadcasting the beliefs of all the agents will be counted

as one delay time slot, and broadcasting all quantities related

to one consensus iteration for averaging or maximization will

also be counted as one delay time slot.

• For calculation of the object beliefs b(p)(xm,n), m ∈ O
using the “consensus–over–weights” scheme (see Section

V-A and Step 2a in Algorithm 1), at each time n, agent

l ∈A broadcasts NC , P (C+ I)J |O| real values to agents

l′∈ Cl,n. The corresponding contribution to the overall delay

is P (C + I) time slots, because the consensus coefficients

for all objects are broadcast in parallel.

• To support neighboring agents l′ with l ∈ MA
l′,n in calcu-

lating their own beliefs b(p)(xl′,n) (see Section V-B and

Step 2c in Algorithm 1), at each time n, agent l ∈ A
broadcasts NNBP , PJL real values to those neighboring

agents (see Step 2f in Algorithm 1). The delay contribution

is P time slots, because each agent broadcasts a belief in

each message passing iteration.

Therefore, at each time n, the total number of real values

broadcast by each agent during P message passing iterations

is
NTOT = NC +NNBP = PJ

(

(C+ I) |O|+ L
)

.

The corresponding delay is P (C + I) time slots. In the

extended version of this paper [49], we present methods to

reduce the communication requirements and delay.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

We will study the performance and communication require-

ments of the proposed method (PM) in two dynamic scenarios
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Fig. 4. Topology in the dynamic scenarios, with example trajectories of mobile
agents and objects. Initial mobile agent locations are indicated by crosses,
initial object locations by stars, and anchor locations by circles.

and a static scenario. In addition, we will investigate the

scalability of the PM by comparing it with two different

particle filters and with conventional nonparametric BP [8],

[10]. Simulation source files and animated plots are available

at http://www.nt.tuwien.ac.at/about-us/staff/florian-meyer/.

A. Dynamic Scenarios

In the dynamic scenarios, we consider |A|=12 agents and

|O|= 2 objects as shown in Fig. 4. Eight agents are mobile

and four are static anchors (i.e., agents with perfect location

information). Each agent has a communication range of 50 and

attempts to localize itself (except for the anchors) and the two

objects. The states of the mobile agents (MAs) and objects

consist of location and velocity, i.e., xk,n , (x1,k,n x2,k,n
ẋ1,k,n ẋ2,k,n)

T. All agents l ∈ A acquire distance measure-

ments according to (3), i.e., yl,k;n = ‖x̃l,n− x̃k,n‖ + vl,k;n ,

where x̃k,n, (x1,k,n x2,k,n)
T is the location of agent or object

k ∈ Ml,n and the measurement noise vl,k;n is independent

across l, k, and n and Gaussian with variance σ2
v = 2. The

states of the MAs and objects evolve independently according

to xk,n = Gxk,n−1 +Wuk,n, n=1, 2, . . . [35], where

G =









1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1









, W =









0.5 0
0 0.5
1 0
0 1









.

The driving noise vectors uk,n ∈ R
2 are Gaussian, i.e., uk,n

∼ N (0, σ2
uI), with component variance σ2

u =5 · 10−5 for the

MAs and σ2
u = 5 · 10−4 for the objects; furthermore, uk,n

and uk′,n′ are independent unless (k, n) = (k′, n′). Each MA

starts moving only when it is sufficiently localized in the

sense that the empirical component variance of the estimated

location vector is below 5σ2
v = 10; it then attempts to reach

the center of the scene, x̃c = (37.5 37.5)T, in 75 time

steps. For generating the measurements, the MA trajectories

are initialized using a Dirac-shaped prior f(xl,0) located at

µl,0 =
(

x1,l,0 x2,l,0 (x̃1,c − x1,l,0)/75 (x̃2,c − x2,l,0)/75
)T

,

where x1,l,0 and x2,l,0 are chosen as shown in Fig. 4,

and the two object trajectories are initialized using a Dirac-

shaped prior f(xm,0) located at (15 0 0.8 0.6)T and

(75 20 −0.8 0.6)T (see Fig. 4). Note that knowledge of these

n
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Fig. 5. MA self-localization RMSE and object localization RMSE versus time
n (dynamic scenario 1).

initial locations and velocities is not used by the simulated

algorithms.

We compare the PM with a reference method (RM) that

separately performs CS by means of a particle-based im-

plementation of [2] using nonparametric BP [8], [10] and

DT by means of a consensus-based distributed particle filter

[19], [54]; the latter uses the MA location estimates provided

by CS. Both PM and RM use P = 1 message passing

iteration and J = 1000 particles. (We chose P = 1 since

we observed almost no performance gains for P > 1;

moreover, P > 1 may lead to overconfident beliefs [55].)

For a distributed implementation, PM and RM employ C=6
iterations of an average consensus with Metropolis weights

[56]. They are initialized with a location prior for objects

and MAs that is uniform on [−200, 200]× [−200, 200] and

a Gaussian velocity prior for the MAs (after the respective

MA is sufficiently localized as described above) with mean
(

(x̃1,c−ˆ̃x1,l,n′)/75 (x̃2,c−ˆ̃x2,l,n′)/75
)T

and covariance matrix

diag{10−3, 10−3}. Here, ˆ̃xl,n′ is the location estimate at the

time n′ at which MA l is sufficiently localized for the first

time. We furthermore used a velocity prior for the objects

that is Gaussian with mean µ
(v)
m,0 and covariance C

(v)
m,0. Here,

C
(v)
m,0 = diag{0.001, 0.001} represents the uncertainty in

knowing the velocity ˙̃xm,0 of object m at time n = 0, and

µ
(v)
m,0 is a random hyperparameter that was sampled for each

simulation run from N ( ˙̃xm,0,C
(v)
m,0).

We simulated two different dynamic scenarios. In dynamic

scenario 1, the measurement range of those four MAs that are

initially located near the corners as shown in Fig. 4 (these

agents will be termed “corner agents”) is limited as specified

later whereas all the other agents cover the entire field of size

75× 75. In dynamic scenario 2, the measurement range of all

agents is limited to 20. In both dynamic scenarios, for particle-

based message multiplication (cf. Section IV-B) at time n = 1,

we used the alternative proposal distribution described in [49].

We note that these dynamic scenarios cannot be tackled by

SLAT algorithms [24]–[29] since they involve MAs whereas

SLAT assumes static agents.

Fig. 5 shows the root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) of MA

self-localization and object localization for n = 1, . . . , 75 in

dynamic scenario 1, with the measurement range of the corner

agents chosen as 20. The MA self-localization RMSE and the
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Fig. 6. MA self-localization RMSE and object localization RMSE versus
measurement range ρ of the corner agents (dynamic scenario 1).
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Fig. 7. MA self-localization RMSE and object localization RMSE versus time
n (dynamic scenario 2).

object localization RMSE were determined by averaging over

all MAs and all objects, respectively, and over 100 simulation

runs. It is seen that the MA self-localization RMSE of PM

is significantly smaller than that of RM. This is because

with pure CS, the corner agents do not have enough partners

for accurate self-localization, whereas with PM, they can

use their measured distances to the objects to calculate the

messages from the object nodes, φ
(p)
m→l(xl,n), which support

self-localization. The object localization RMSEs of PM and

RM are very similar at all times. This is because the objects

are always measured by several well-localized agents.

Still in dynamic scenario 1, Fig. 6 shows the MA self-

localization and object localization RMSEs averaged over time

n versus the measurement range ρ of the corner agents. For

small and large ρ, PM performs similarly to RM but for differ-

ent reasons: When ρ is smaller than 12.5, the objects appear

in the measurement regions of the corner agents only with

a very small probability. Thus, at most times, the messages

φ
(p)
m→l(xl,n) from the object nodes cannot be calculated. For ρ

larger than 25, the corner agents measure three well-localized

agents at time n = 1, and thus they are also able to localize

themselves using pure CS. However, for ρ between 15 and

25, PM significantly outperforms RM (cf. our discussion of

Fig. 5). The object localization RMSEs of PM and RM are

very similar and almost independent of ρ. This is because for

all ρ, the objects are again measured by several well-localized

agents.

Finally, Fig. 7 shows the MA self-localization and object
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Fig. 8. Topology in the static scenario, with anchor locations (indicated by
circles) and example realizations of non-anchor agent locations (indicated by
crosses) and of object locations (indicated by stars).

localization RMSEs for n = 1, . . . , 75 in dynamic scenario 2

(i.e., the measurement range of all agents is 20). It can be

seen that with both methods, the objects are roughly localized

after a few initial time steps. However, with RM, due to the

limited measurement range, not even a single MA can be

localized. With PM, once meaningful probabilistic information

about the object locations is available, also the self-localization

RMSE decreases and most of the MAs can be localized after

some time. This is possible since the MAs obtain additional

information related to the measured objects. Which MAs are

localized how well and at what times depends on the object

trajectories and varies between the simulation runs.

Summarizing the results displayed in Figs. 5–7, one can

conclude that the MA self-localization performance of PM is

generally much better than that of RM whereas the object

localization performance is not improved. In Section VII-B,

we will present a scenario in which also object localization is

improved. The quantities determining the communication re-

quirements of PM according to Section VI are NC=18000 and

NNBP= 2000. The resulting total communication requirement

per MA and time step is NTOT = 20000 for both dynamic

scenarios. At time n = 1, each MA additionally broadcasts

NAP = 12000 real values for disseminating the alternative

proposal distribution [49]. According to Section VI, the delay

is 9 time slots in both dynamic scenarios. RM has the same

communication requirements and causes the same delay as

PM.

B. Static Scenario

Next, we consider a completely static scenario. This can

be more challenging than the dynamic scenario considered in

the last section, since at the first message passing iterations

the beliefs of all entities can be highly multimodal, and thus

BP algorithms using Gaussian approximations [13], [14] are

typically not suitable for reliable localization. In the simulated

scenario, there are |A|=63 static agents and |O|=50 static

objects. 13 agents are anchors located as depicted in Fig.

8. The 50 remaining agents and the objects are randomly

(uniformly) placed in a field of size 100×100; a realization

of the locations of the non-anchor agents and objects is shown

in Fig. 8. The states of the non-anchor agents and of the

objects are the locations, i.e., xk,n= x̃k,n= (x1,k,n x2,k,n)
T.
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Fig. 9. Non-anchor agent self-localization RMSE and object localization
RMSE versus message passing iteration index p (static scenario).

Each agent performs distance measurements according to (3)

with a measurement range of 22.5 and a noise variance of

σ2
v = 2. The communication range of each agent is 50. The

prior for the non-anchor agents and for the objects is uniform

on [−200, 200]×[−200, 200]. Both PM and RM use J=1000
particles and C = 15 average consensus iterations. Since all

agents and objects are static, we simulated only a single time

step. This scenario is similar to that considered in [2] for pure

CS, except that 50 of the agents used in [2] are replaced

by objects and also anchor nodes perform measurements.

For message multiplication, we used the alternative proposal

distribution described in [49].

Fig. 9 shows the localization RMSEs versus the message

passing iteration index p. It is seen that the agent self-

localization performance of PM is significantly better than

that of RM. Again, this is because agents can use messages

φ
(p)
m→l(xl,n) from well-localized objects to better localize

themselves. Furthermore, also the object localization perfor-

mance of PM is significantly better. This is because with

separate CS and DT, poor self-localization of certain agents

degrades the object localization performance. It is finally seen

that increasing p beyond 5 does not lead to a significant

reduction of the RMSEs.

In this scenario, assuming P = 3, we have NC = 2.70 · 106,

NNBP = 6000, and NTOT = 2.71 ·106. For proposal adaptation,

each non-anchor agent additionally broadcasts NAP = 9.00 ·
105 real values [49]. The delay is 54 time slots.

C. Scalability

Finally, we consider again a dynamic scenario and inves-

tigate the scalability of PM for growing network size in

comparison to conventional particle filtering approximating

the classical sequential Bayesian filter. Because this aspect is

not fundamentally related to a distributed implementation, we

consider a centralized scenario where all measurements are

processed at a fusion center. We compare a centralized version

of PM with the sampling importance resampling particle filter

[47] (abbreviated as SPF), the unscented particle filter (UPF)

[57], and a particle implementation of the proposed BP scheme

(6)–(12) using conventional nonparametric belief propagation

(NBP) [8], [10]. Because PM and NBP are centralized, they do

not need a consensus for DT. Both SPF and UPF estimate the

numbers of agents and objects (|Ã|, |O|)
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Fig. 10. Average runtime versus network size.

total “stacked” state of all MAs and objects, whose dimension

grows with the network size. The state of an MA or object

consists of location and velocity.

We consider mobile networks of increasing size
(

|Ã|, |O|
)

= (8, 2), (16, 4), (32, 8), (64, 16), and (128, 32),

where Ã ⊆ A is the set of MAs. In addition to the MAs and

objects, four anchors are placed at locations (−100 −100)T,

(−100 100)T, (100 −100)T, and (100 100)T. For the MAs

and objects, we use the motion model of Section VII-A

with driving noise variance σ2
u = 10−2, and for the agents

(MAs and anchors), we use the measurement model of

Section VII-A with measurement noise variance σ2
v = 1. For

generating the measurements, the MA and object trajectories

are initialized as (x1,k,0 x2,k,0 0 0)T, where x1,k,0 and x2,k,0
are randomly (uniformly) chosen in a field of size 100×100.

The algorithms are initialized with the initial prior pdf

f(xk,0) = N (µk,0,Ck,0). Here, Ck,0 = diag{10−2, 10−2,
10−2, 10−2}, and µk,0 is sampled for each simulation run

from N (xtrue
k,0,Ck,0), where xtrue

k,0 is the true initial state

used for generating an MA or object trajectory. Since an

informative initial prior is available for all MAs and objects,

we do not use the alternative proposal distribution.

The measurement topology of the network is randomly

determined at each time step as follows: Each MA measures,

with equal probability, one or two randomly chosen anchors

and two randomly chosen MAs or objects. This is done such

that each object is measured by two randomly chosen MAs. In

addition, each object is also measured by one or two randomly

chosen anchors. The sets MÃ
l,n, l ∈ Ã are symmetric in that

l′∈MÃ
l,n implies l ∈MÃ

l′,n. Furthermore, the sets Ml,n, l ∈ Ã
are chosen such that the topology graph that is constituted by

the object measurements performed by the MAs corresponds

to a Hamiltonian cycle, i.e., each MA and object in the graph

is visited exactly once [58]. This ensures that the expected

number of neighbors of each MA and object is independent

of the network size and the network is connected at all times.

PM, SPF, and UPF use J = 1000 and 5000 particles, whereas

NBP uses J = 500 and 1000 particles (J = 5000 would have

resulted in excessive runtimes, due to the quadratic growth of

NBP’s complexity with J). PM and NBP use P = 2 message

passing iterations. We performed 100 simulation runs, each

consisting of 100 time steps.

Fig. 10 shows the average runtime in seconds of all oper-
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ations performed by the fusion center during one time step

versus the network size (|Ã|, |O|). The runtime was measured

using MATLAB implementations of the algorithms on a single

core of an Intel Xeon X5650 CPU. It is seen that the runtime

of the BP-based methods PM and NBP scales linearly in the

network size, whereas that of the particle filters SPF and UPF

scales polynomially. This polynomial scaling of SPF and UPF

is due to the fact that these filters perform operations involving

matrices whose dimension increases with the network size. For

the same number of particles J , PM always runs faster than

UPF. Furthermore, for the considered parameters and network

sizes, NBP has the highest runtime and SPF the lowest;

however, for larger network sizes, the runtime of SPF and

UPF will exceed that of PM and NBP due to the polynomial

scaling characteristic of SPF and UPF. It is also seen that the

runtime of PM is significantly lower than that of NBP.

Fig. 11 shows the average RMSE, i.e., the average of all MA

self-localization and object localization errors, averaged over

all time steps and simulation runs, versus the network size.

SPF performs poorly since the numbers of particles it uses

are not sufficient to properly represent the high-dimensional

distributions. UPF performs much better; in fact, for J=5000,

it outperforms all the other methods. This is due to a smart

selection of the proposal distribution using the unscented

transform. However, the RMSE of both SPF and UPF grows

with the network size (although for UPF with J =5000, this

is hardly visible in Fig. 11). In contrast, the RMSE of PM

and NBP, which are both based on BP, does not depend on

the network size. The RMSE of PM is only slightly higher

than that of UPF with J=5000. The RMSE of NBP is higher

than that of UPF and PM but considerably lower than that of

SPF; it is reduced when J is increased from 500 to 1000. In

contrast, the RMSE of PM is effectively equal for J = 1000
and 5000. Thus, one can conclude that the performance of

PM with J = 1000 cannot be improved upon by increasing

J , and the (small) performance gap between UPF and PM

is caused by the approximate nature of loopy BP. Finally, our

simulations also showed that the performance gap between the

BP-based methods, PM and NBP, and UPF is increased when

the driving noise is increased and/or the measurement noise

is decreased. This is again due to the smart selection of the

proposal distribution in UPF.

These results demonstrate specific advantages of PM over

particle filtering methods. In particular, PM has a very good

performance-complexity tradeoff, and its scaling characteristic

with respect to the network size is only linear.2 For small

networks, this may come at the cost of a slight performance

loss relative to UPF (not, however, relative to SPF, which

performs much worse). For large networks, the performance

of PM can be better than that of UPF, since for a fixed number

of particles, the performance of UPF decreases with increasing

network size (in Fig. 11, this is visible for J = 1000 but only

barely for J = 5000).

An important further advantage of PM applies to dis-

tributed scenarios. Contrary to particle filters, PM facilitates

a distributed implementation since it naturally distributes the

computation effort among the agents. This distribution requires

only communication with neighbor agents, and the commu-

nication cost is typically much smaller than for distributed

particle filters. For example, in the case of the largest simulated

network size of |Ã| + |O| = 160, for J = 1000, each

agent broadcasts 32000 real values per consensus iteration

to its neighbors. In a distributed implementation of UPF,

for proposal adaptation alone, each agent has to broadcast

to its neighbors a covariance matrix of size 640 × 640 or,

equivalently, 205120 real values per consensus iteration. Ad-

ditional communication is required for other tasks, depending

on the specific distributed particle filtering algorithm used

[18]. Furthermore, for the considered joint CS–DT problem,

UPF is ill-suited to large networks also because it involves

the inversion and Cholesky decomposition of matrices whose

dimension grows with the network size. In large networks,

this may lead to numerical problems on processing units with

limited dynamic range.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We proposed a Bayesian framework and methodology for

distributed sequential localization of cooperative agents and

noncooperative objects in mobile networks, based on recur-

rent measurements between agents and objects and between

different agents. Our work provides a consistent combination

of cooperative self-localization (CS) and distributed object

tracking (DT) for multiple mobile or static agents and objects.

Starting from a factor graph formulation of the joint CS–

DT problem, we developed a particle-based, distributed belief

propagation (BP) message passing algorithm. This algorithm

employs a consensus scheme for a distributed calculation of

the product of the object messages. The proposed integration

of consensus in particle-based BP solves the problem of

accommodating noncooperative network nodes in distributed

BP implementations. Thus, it may also be useful for other

distributed inference problems.

A fundamental advantage of the proposed joint CS–DT

method over both separate CS and DT and simultaneous

localization and tracking (SLAT) is a probabilistic information

transfer between CS and DT. This information transfer allows

2In a distributed implementation, the computational complexity of the
consensus scheme depends on the number of consensus iterations, C, and,
in the “consensus–over-weights” case, on the diameter of the communication
graph, I . Therefore, the scaling might be slightly higher than linear.
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CS to support DT and vice versa. Our simulations demon-

strated that this principle can result in significant improve-

ments in both agent self-localization and object localization

performance compared to state-of-the-art methods. Further

advantages of our method are its low complexity and its very

good scalability with respect to the network size. The computa-

tion effort is naturally distributed among the agents, using only

a moderate amount of communication between neighboring

agents. We note that the complexity can be reduced further

through an improved proposal distribution calculation that uses

the sigma point BP technique introduced in [14]. Furthermore,

the communication requirements can be reduced through the

use of parametric representations of messages and beliefs [33].

The proposed framework and methodology can be extended

to accommodate additional tasks (i.e., in addition to CS

and DT) involving cooperative agents and/or noncooperative

objects, such as distributed synchronization [39], [40] and

cooperative mapping [59]. Another interesting direction for

future work is an extension to scenarios involving an unknown

number of objects [31], [60] and object-to-measurement asso-

ciation uncertainty [30], [31], [36], [37], [60].
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